
The Capitol is America’s legislative building. Not
only does it house congressional meetings, but it

also contains many works of art, making it a
common destination for tourists of D.C.
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The Tidal Basin is a man-made reservoir that flows into the
Potomac River. Along the bank of the basin are about 3000 cherry

blossom trees given to Washington as a gift from the mayor of
Tokyo in 1912. The National Cherry Blossom Festival is held here

every year in celebration of the Japan-U.S. friendship.

The White House serves as the president’s residence,
with 132 rooms and 35 bathrooms. Aside from official

government meetings, yearly events such as the
White House Easter Egg Roll take place there.

The Lincoln Memorial was built to honor the 16th president,
Abraham Lincoln, who is most famous for abolishing slavery.
While the exterior architecture of the building is impressive,
even more so is the statue of Lincoln himself that sits inside

of the building.

One great thing about Washington,
D.C. is that the majority of museums

there are free! You can enjoy the
museums in the Smithsonian system,
such as the Air and Space Museum,

Natural History Museum, and
American Art Museum free of charge.
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Let's take a virtual tour of Washington,  D.C.! Yonezawa City CIR Tyler
will showcase some tourist spots and good eats in D.C.



D.C. Eats
Although not technically native to D.C.,

blue crabs from the neighboring state of
Maryland are definitely popular. The
Chesapeake Bay, located just west of
D.C., produces the most blue crabs in
the United States. Crab feasts are a

tradition!

Like the blue crab, many
oysters are produced from
the Chesapeake Bay. You

can experience shucking the
oysters yourself.

This may not be a D.C. specialty, but it
is especially prevalent due to D.C.’s
brunch culture. Sunday brunch is a

must if you visit D.C., and this perfect
combination of breakfast waffles and

lunchtime chicken is a staple!

Ever wanted to try a slice
of pizza bigger than your

head? You can do it in
D.C. at Jumbo Slice

locations all around the
city!

Food trucks are also very popular.
You can find trucks lining the

streets selling everything from
bulgogi, to tacos, to burgers, and

even ramen!
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